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 paradox copy guard pda msi je_: Please don't flood; use to paste; don't use Enter as punctuation. DR_K13: Please don't flood;
use to paste; don't use Enter as punctuation. SmileDay: Please don't flood; use to paste; don't use Enter as punctuation. I don't

have a network interface card and i am trying to share a couple of hard drives with it so i can play them on my PS3 can anyone
help me? chaos_zero, is the router on the same network as the ubuntu computer? yup we are on a wireless network chaos_zero,
you might have better luck in #samba chaos_zero, if you can't get it to work I would put the drives on the network. Just have the

server have access to them. ok thanks i will try there I've been reading the current document on the 12.04 release and I'm not
seeing any info on the specifics of migration to the new 2.6.32 kernel. Can anyone help point me to the information? how to
rezize icone? resizing icone on the system is very slow matt_h: just use it and make sure you get your stuff working how to

rezize icone? how to force it to be bigger? ola hi smile_to_c: System>Preferences>Appearance>Theme Â«icon sizeÂ» jrib: I'm
just trying to find out if there are any extra patches that need to be applied to the new kernel or any recommended method for

upgrading. I'm using 10.04, so not sure if there are any special kernel mods I need to do for that 520fdb1ae7
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